
 

 

 

How to make your Digital Resources Accessible and SMART 

Following our attendance at Peter Scorey’s ‘The Race to Make Your Digital 

Resources Accessible and SMART’ session as part of the University of Chester’s 

Diversity Festival we have compiled some hints and tips which will help you when 

creating resources.   

First things first, making your digital resources accessible and SMART means more 

than just putting them online.  

Best text practices when using word: 

- Always use fonts Sans serif or Arial 

- Make your font size 12+ 

- Ensure line spacing is 1.5+ 

- Use bullet points or numbering where possible  

- Do not use italics or underline specific words – Instead use BOLD to highlight 

sections. 

S.C.U.L.P.T. Acronym: 

- Structure - Use heading styles in the Word toolbar for consistency and to 

assist accessibility software 

- Colour and Contrast – Be understanding of the glare of a white background, 

you may need to alter this 

- Use of Images – ALT Text should be added to every picture and diagram to 

ensure that screen readers can describe the image/ diagrams seen 

- Links – When sharing links explain them clearly and ensure they are working 

correctly. E.g. instead of ‘Click HERE’, try ‘Click the following link to find out 

more about Student Finance’ 

https://vimeo.com/showcase/8202713


 

 

- Plain English – It is important to know your audience and use language that 

they can understand. Think of the tone, keep it clear and concise 

- Table – Tables are a clear way to display information 

Variety: 

Is there another way that you could display your information to make it more 

accessible? Have you thought about producing one of the following alongside your 

word documents? 

- Video – Where possible add subtitles, annotations and a sign language 

interpretation 

- Audio/ Podcast 

Extra Checks: 

- Spelling: Before you publish your work always ask someone to spell check 

your work after also doing so yourself 

- Accessibility: There are automatic accessibility checkers to help you do this, 

however, you should always check your work manually too 

- Vision: Use a vision simulator such as NoCoffee Google Chrome Extension to 

see how people with impairments view your work on the screen: 

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/nocoffee/jjeeggmbnhckmgdhmgdck

eigabjfbddl  

These are just a few of the highlights we enjoyed in the session, however, if you 

would like to find out more about the above in more detail then feel free to watch 

Peter Scorsey’s talk or any of the other Diversity sessions via the Festival Weblink 

here: https://vimeo.com/showcase/8202713  
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